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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY:

Access paratransit is a federally mandated program that costs $61
million per year and provides vital mobility services for about 8,000
people. Over the past decade Transit has worked to control the costs of
the program. Nevertheless, expenditures have increased while ridership
and on-time performance have declined. At the same time, Transit has
done little to promote the program to ensure it is reaching historically
underserved populations, like people with limited English proficiency. A
new contract with its service providers, starting in 2018, provides a
unique opportunity for Transit to make changes to paratransit service.
We recommend ways to address inefficient practices, improve service,
and ensure equitable access to the program.
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REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
What We Found

Why This Audit Is Important

Transit has implemented several efforts to control costs of
paratransit services, like expanding the Community Access
Transportation (CAT) program, and training people with
disabilities to use the fixed-route system. But certain legacy
practices, such as a reliance on large vans running routes with
few or no passengers, contribute to inefficiencies. Transit lags
behind other transit agencies in improving the flexibility of
paratransit service by providing more rides on more efficient
alternatives, such as taxis.

Access provided nearly 900,000 rides
to over 8,000 residents in 2016. These
rides let individuals who are unable to
use fixed-route buses lead more
independent lives, taking them to
work, run errands, meet friends, and
get medical care. The Americans with
Disabilities Act mandates this service
in order to ensure that people with
disabilities have comparable
transportation choices.

We also found areas of concern related to customer service,
especially trip length, early drop-offs, and a lack of payment
options. About half of all respondents to Transit’s recent
customer survey said they were dissatisfied with the amount of
time it takes to travel on Access. We found that some trips are
longer on paratransit than they would have been on the fixedroute system, contrary to Federal Transit Administration
guidelines. In addition, paratransit users lack some of the
options for paying for services that are available to fixed-route
passengers.
Information from several sources indicate that substantial
barriers to using Access exist for certain populations, such as
those with limited English proficiency. However, Transit has not
availed itself of King County’s equity and social justice tools
and does not engage in proactive outreach with historically
underserved communities about this program.

What We Recommend
We recommend changes intended to improve the flexibility and
cost of the service. We also recommend Transit take steps to
improve the monitoring of travel time and to provide additional
payment options to customers. Transit should take steps to
ensure the service is equitable by applying the county’s Equity
Impact Review tool to identify gaps and work to increase access
to historically underserved populations.

Transit spends $61 million, or 9
percent of its budget, on Access
paratransit services. Given the high
cost of this service, and the important
role it plays in the lives of its
customers, it is important that Transit
makes sure that the service is
provided as efficiently and effectively
as possible.
King County is home to 196,000
people with disabilities, a third of
whom are people of color, and many
of whom have limited English
proficiency. Government policies and
programs have historically
underserved these groups. King
County’s Equity and Social Justice
Strategic Plan recognizes that not all
people are on equal footing and
advocates for a proactive service
focused on people and places where
needs are greatest.
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Paratransit Trends

SECTION
SUMMARY

Transit’s Access Paratransit Program has experienced declining ridership, increasing
costs, and decreasing quality. King County Metro Transit’s Access Paratransit Program
is a federally mandated transportation service for people with disabilities who are unable
to use fixed-route transit service. Paratransit programs are inherently more expensive
than fixed-route transportation due to the level of service they offer and present some
operational challenges to transit agencies across the country, including King County.
Since 2008, the number of rides Transit gives have gone down, trips have become longer,
and costs have increased.

What is
paratransit?

Paratransit is a federally mandated transportation service for people with
disabilities who cannot take fixed-route buses. The Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) requires that fixed-route transit systems be accessible to people with disabilities—
for example, by having lift and ramp equipped vehicles and announcing transit stops—
but acknowledges that some people with disabilities are not able to use fixed-route
services even with accessibility features. To make sure that these individuals have access
to public transportation, the ADA has a requirement that all public entities operating a
fixed-route transit system must offer a comparable transportation service known as
paratransit. Transit meets this federal mandate with its Access Transportation service
while providing travel training for individuals that are determined to be able to use the
fixed-route system and investing in the CAT program which provides an alternative
service for customers that would otherwise be using Access.

How is
paratransit
different from
fixed-route
buses?

There are significant differences between paratransit and fixed-route service.
Access is:
-

Origin-to-destination: Customers are picked up at their point of origin (e.g.,
home) and dropped off at their destination (e.g., place of employment), not at
fixed points along an established route.

-

Eligibility-based: Transit determines who can ride paratransit based on an
application, phone interview, and physical exam.

-

Demand responsive: Customers reserve rides by calling one to three days in
advance.

-

Outsourced: Transit’s Access staff execute and oversee contracts with private
sector companies that provide the service directly.

-

Zero denials: All requests for service must be met.
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Due to the nature of the service, Access is far more costly than fixed-route service.
According to Transit, in 2015, the cost per trip for Access paratransit was $52.88,
compared with $4.28 per trip on fixed-route service. Total expenditures for the Access
program were about $61 million in 2016.
Most components of Access are contractor-operated. Of the 40 largest paratransit
agencies in the United States, 31 agencies (or 78 percent) contract out for paratransit
service. Exhibit A illustrates the current organization of Access paratransit services
showing the roles of Transit and contractors. The future organization will likely change
based on the service model described in Transit’s request for proposals for the next
round of contracts.
EXHIBIT A:

Access has four major contracts and multiple service providers.

Source: King County Auditor’s Office
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What are
general trends
in Access
services?
EXHIBIT B:

Increasing costs, declining ridership, and decreasing performance. Exhibit B
illustrates trends of the paratransit program since 2008, including increasing costs,
declining ridership, and decreasing performance. We discuss reasons for these trends
immediately following Exhibit B.
Since 2008, Access service costs have increased while volume and performance have
declined.

*Productivity is passengers per service hour.
Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis of Transit performance data.

What is
causing these
trends?

Many factors contribute to declining service and performance. There are several
explanations for the service trends described above. For example:
Cost: Access costs increased because Transit contracts used annual payment adjustments
that substantially exceeded inflation. We review these adjustments in detail later in this
report. Higher payments to contractors, combined with declining ridership, resulted in a
large increase in cost per trip. Because the number and overall length of trips fell, total
program expenditures did not go up as much as cost per trip.
Ridership: Transit staff attributed the decrease in the number of passengers and hours
that paratransit vehicles were in service (e.g., vehicle service hours) to different factors.
These include:
-

Increased investment in the Community Access Transportation (CAT): Under this
program, Transit donates vans to community-based organizations, which use the
vans to offer transportation services to their clients. Many of the clients of these
organizations would otherwise rely on the Access program for transportation.
The 2009 Transit audit found that the CAT program is less costly for Transit than
providing rides on Access, and recommended Transit expand the CAT program.
CAT program ridership has grown significantly, and this may explain some of the
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decline in Access ridership. By increasing its investment in the less costly CAT
program, Transit is attempting to limit the overall growth in Access program
expenditures. This may be an explanation for some of the decrease in Access
ridership, which in turn, has limited cost growth.
-

Changes in eligibility processes which make it more difficult to become eligible
for Access services.

-

Training provided by Access to teach people with disabilities how to use fixedroute service.

-

Increasingly accessible vehicles in the fixed-route system (e.g., low-floor buses
and light rail cars).

Performance: Access measures on-time performance by the percentage of passenger
pick-ups that occur no more than 15 minutes before or 15 minutes after the scheduled
pick-up time. Transit attributes declining on-time performance to increased traffic
congestion, which delays actual pick-up times, a higher proportion of clients who require
wheelchair lifts, and operational changes to the service.
Productivity: Transit’s productivity measure is the number of passengers per service
hour. Transit attributes falling productivity to the increasing amount of Access
passengers diverted to CAT service, and a decentralization of employment opportunities
for people with disabilities. These factors have the impact of reducing the number of
trips from common locations to common destinations, which are the most productive
trips for the Access system.

Shared rides
increasingly
difficult

Changing nature of paratransit service requires new approaches. The service trends
illustrated in Exhibit B, along with the explanations for those trends discussed above,
suggest that the nature of paratransit service is changing from a greater proportion of
shared rides toward more riders traveling from unique origins to unique destinations.
These trends negatively affect the performance of the system, which works most
efficiently when transporting multiple riders at a time. This suggests a need for a more
flexible and cost-effective system, as many other transit systems are moving toward, and
which we discuss in further detail in the next section of this report.
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New contracts
scheduled to
begin in mid2018

End of current contract provides an opportunity for change. This audit makes several
recommendations for improving Access. Some of our recommendations involve
significant changes in how contractors provide service, and how Transit pays for and
monitors the contracts. Transit’s contracts with the service providers are on a 10-year
cycle (5 years, plus a potential renewal for another 5 years), with the current contracts
expiring midway through 2018. The beginning of a new contracting period provides an
opportunity for changing the system.
As we began the audit, Transit was in the process of developing a request for proposal
(RFP) for the next round of contracts. Due to the timing of the RFP and the schedule for
this audit, we accelerated our work on topics related to the RFP and provided a letter to
Transit management in December 2016 (see Appendix 1). The letter included nine
recommendations for Transit as it drafted the RFP. We have now reviewed the final draft
of the RFP. In addition to new material, this report includes unresolved
recommendations we made in the December 16, 2016 letter to management, and our
comments on Transit’s response to them.
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Opportunities to Reduce the Cost of Access Service

SECTION
SUMMARY

Transit’s Access Paratransit Program is one of the most expensive paratransit
services in the nation. Transit’s program costs $57 per trip, compared to a median of
$40 among the nation’s largest paratransit agencies. Compared to peer agencies, Transit
pays its contractors significantly more per hour of service, and annual contract payment
increases substantially exceed inflation. Additionally, Transit’s method for paying
contractors creates an incentive for inefficient service. Finally, Access service generally
uses large vans even though most trips have fewer than two people onboard. Changes to
how service is provided and paid for has the potential to both control costs and improve
customer service.

Access is the
sixth most
expensive
U.S.
paratransit
service

Transit has one of the most expensive paratransit programs in the country. Access
is the sixth most expensive of the 40 largest paratransit programs in the country.
According to the most recent data available, Transit’s cost per Access paratransit trip was
$57, significantly higher than the median cost per trip among the 40 largest paratransit
programs in the country ($40). As shown in Exhibit C, only New York, Salt Lake City,
Newark, Cleveland, and Delaware exceeded Transit’s per trip cost. (Note: We last audited
Access in 2009, noted cost growth and recommended continued cost containment
efforts at that time.)
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EXHIBIT C:

King County’s paratransit program has one of the highest costs per trip in the country.

Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis of Federal Transit Administration, National Transit Database, 2014.
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Transit pays its paratransit contractors significantly more than peer agencies do.
We reviewed paratransit financial information from three peer agencies 1 and calculated
the payments made by vehicle service hour. As illustrated in Exhibit C, Transit pays its
contractors much more per hour than these peer agencies. Transit said that it pays more
because of the high cost of living in King County, and the $15 per hour minimum wage
in Seattle. While this argument has some merit, two of the three peer agencies are also
located in high-cost, West Coast markets, and it is unlikely that differences in regional
costs would be enough to explain the size of differences in service provider payment
rates illustrated below.
EXHIBIT D:

Transit pays its paratransit contractors more per service hour than its peers.

Source: Auditor’s Office analysis of Transit and peer agencies’ financial data, 2015.

Problems in
the current
contract led to
higher costs
and inefficient
service

Transit’s payment escalation rates in the current Access contracts exceeded
inflation by a substantial amount. Transit included escalation rates for the first five
years of the contract (2008-2013) which were much higher than inflation. For example, at
a time when inflation averaged about 1.5 percent, annual escalation of provider payment
rates in the contract was as high as 5.9 percent. When Transit extended the provider
contracts for the second five-year period (2014-2018), it reduced the payment escalation
rates, but these rates have still slightly exceeded inflation. For example, current
escalation rates are as high as 2.5 percent, while inflation has averaged about 1.7
percent. 2

1

The three peer agencies are Dallas, Texas; Orange County, California; and Portland, Oregon.
During our audit, we reviewed an issue raised by a member of a paratransit advocacy group questioning why an
amendment to the contract with one of the providers resulted in cost increases to Transit. Based on our review of the
contract amendments with this provider, we determined that the amendments in question had little impact on the cost of
the contract. Further, the amendment which established the escalation rates for the second phase of the contract actually
saved money for Transit relative to the escalation rates in place for the first five-year period of the contract.

2
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Transit’s contracts offer a disincentive for efficient service. Transit pays both the
control center and the vehicle service providers by vehicle service hour. This creates a
disincentive for the contractors to schedule and run efficient service since both types of
contractors are paid more if vehicle service hours are higher. As we discuss later in the
report, some riders experience this inefficiency as excessively long trips. Additionally, the
control center is not paid for scheduling trips on taxis, which are sometimes less
expensive to use than paratransit vans. This creates a disincentive for the control center
to optimize the mix of service between the paratransit van service and alternative
services, such as taxis.

But new
contracts may
help address
issues

Transit is taking steps to control costs and implement auditor recommendations.
Before we began working on this audit, Transit had already recognized the need to
control costs. It hired a consultant to review service structure and payment methods and
to conduct a peer review. The consultant’s analysis reviewed many of the same issues as
this report. Our December 2016 letter to Transit management provided our
recommendations to Transit on how we thought these issues should be addressed as
Transit was developing its RFP for the next round of provider contracts.
The letter to Transit management included recommendations to solicit competition for
the next contracts, carefully evaluate the costs of the proposals, and negotiate favorable
rates with the selected contractor using a Best and Final Offer approach. We also
recommended that the next contract include a robust incentive for cost-effective service
(see Recommendations 1 and 3 of the letter attached as Appendix 1). Based on our
review of the final RFP for the next round of contracts, Transit has largely implemented
these recommendations. For example, the RFP includes the Best and Final Offer process
and a robust incentive for cost-effective service.

Big vans often
empty

Transit uses large vans even though few trips carry more than one passenger.
Transit uses taxis for about 10 percent of Access trips, a much lower rate than some peer
agencies, which use alternatives to large vans for as much as 62 percent of service. 3
Transit’s large paratransit vans can carry up to 13 passengers depending on the number
of people using wheelchairs, but the vans only carry more than one person about onequarter of the time and were empty or carrying one passenger almost three-quarters of
the time. See Exhibit E, below.
We also found that an additional 12 percent of Access van trips could be provided for
less on taxis, saving $805,000 per year. 4 In addition to reducing costs, optimizing the mix
of service between large vans and smaller vehicles can also improve service performance.
Transit tries to maximize efficiency by increasing the number of passengers on the large
vans. This can lead to excessive onboard time for passengers, as they may be taken on
circuitous routes while the large van picks up or drops off other passengers.

3

For example, taxis and other smaller vehicles account for 62 percent of paratransit trips in Dallas, Texas; 11 percent of
trips in Portland, Oregon; and 24 percent of trips in Orange County, California.
4 This analysis compared the cost of van trips to the cost of taxi trips using the most costly taxi provider. Actual savings
from optimizing the mix of service could be more or less than the $780,000 we calculated.
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EXHIBIT E:

Passenger vans are usually empty or carrying one passenger.

Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis.

Transit has made progress on recommendations we made in our December 2016
letter related to optimizing the size of vehicles used to transport passengers. Based
on our recommendation, 5 Transit notified potential respondents to the RFP that it
intends to optimize the mix of service between paratransit vans and alternatives, such as
taxis. Transit’s RFP includes a provision for a range of service to be provided by the
paratransit vans and alternatives. We made an additional recommendation 6 that Transit
conduct an analysis of the optimal mix of service on an ongoing basis. Transit has not
yet put this analysis into place, so we reiterate this as Recommendation 1 of this report.

Recommendation 1
Transit should, on an ongoing basis, conduct an analysis aimed at optimizing the
mix of service between the paratransit van service and alternatives, such as taxis.

5
6

Recommendation 2b contained in Appendix 1
Recommendation 2a contained in Appendix 1
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Transit is also spending money on information technology products that are not
being used. Between 2010 and 2016, Transit spent $331,575 on the maintenance and
upkeep of software applications that it either could not use or had not used. These
applications include Web booking software, which has the potential to reduce call
volumes and increase customer satisfaction, and an itinerary planning tool which tracks
compliance with ADA requirements for onboard ride times relative to fixed-route service.
While these applications could be useful to Transit, spending money on them without
actually using them is a waste of scarce resources.

Recommendation 2
Transit should thoroughly review compatibility and utility before purchasing
information technology products and, after purchasing, work to use them.
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SECTION
SUMMARY

Transit plans to improve contract performance monitoring, but inadequate
oversight in the past contributed to cost increases and low service quality. Transit is
making changes to future contracts and has plans to improve its oversight of contractor
performance. However, Transit does not have a strong record of enforcing performance
provisions, especially incentives and disincentives, which has likely contributed to higher
costs and low service quality. Adding an incentive for the contractor to reduce the cost
of each trip may help address the risk of inefficient and lengthy onboard times, and
including a plan that assigns responsibility for these elements of contract oversight is a
positive first step. However, Transit has not updated some elements of performance
monitoring in the new contract and can do more to ensure that these tools improve
productivity and performance.

Enforcing
contract
provisions can
lower costs
and improve
service

Until a contract management plan is in place, Transit risks paying higher costs for
lower quality service. According to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), transit
agencies that pay contractors by vehicle service hours should closely monitor productivity to
ensure that costs are reasonable and service is of an acceptable quality. In December 2016,
we recommended that Transit make changes to address these risks, and Transit included a
new incentive that, if enforced, may lower costs and improve service. Under the new
contract, if the contractor reduces the cost per boarding then Transit will award the
contractor a percentage of the savings. Conversely, if the cost per boarding increases, then
the contractor will be required to pay Transit for part of those costs. If this provision existed
in 2016, contractors would have been obligated to pay Transit over $500,000, because the
cost per boarding substantially increased over the course of the year (from $54 per boarding
in January to $60 per boarding in December).
Transit has not conducted adequate contract oversight in the past. We made two
recommendations in 2009 to improve Transit’s oversight of contractors and use of
performance metrics, including the development of a plan to address productivity goals. 7
Although Transit implemented our recommendations, we found that Transit has not
provided better oversight of performance provisions, or used them effectively to change
contractor behavior. We found that over the past eight years, Transit only billed
contractors for one half of all missed trips, collecting $97,000 instead of over $250,000.
Transit also awarded less than $24,000 in incentives and much of these awards were paid

7

Recommendation D1: Transit should adopt a comprehensive, fully documented strategic plan and approach to address
how productivity goals are to be met and should regularly reassess its paratransit productivity goal based on historical
trends and the anticipated future service environment. http://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/auditor/new-webdocs/2009/transit-2009/d-tech-report.ashx?la=en
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in error. Nearly half of the 29 performance-based payments were paid even though the
contractors did not meet the performance standards. See Exhibit F, below.
EXHIBIT F:

Infrequent and inconsistent use of incentives, January 2009 to June 2016.
Monthly
Performance
Incentive

Number of
Incentives
Paid

Amount
Paid

Number of
Payments
in Error

Percent Paid
in Error

Productivity

1*

$10,000

0

0

Zero
Preventable

5

5,000

3

60%

12

3,900

9

75%

Zero Missed
Trips

5

3,000

2

40%

Less than 2
Road Calls

6

1,800

2

33%

Total

29

$23,700

16

55%

Zero Road Calls

Acceptability
of Error Rate








*This is one award divided among three contractors.
Source: Auditor’s Office analysis of Access paratransit performance reports, 2009-2016.

While the annual dollar amounts in overpayments and underpayments are small
compared to the $61 million program, it is important to have controls in place to ensure
that incentives and penalties are applied correctly. To do so, the FTA recommends that
transit agencies develop a contract management plan, specifying how compliance is
verified, when, and by whom. Based on recommendations we gave to Transit in 2016,
Transit told us that it is developing a plan, but it has not been finalized.

Recommendation 3
Transit should complete and execute a contract management plan for monitoring
the new contracts. For each contract requirement, the plan should specify: a) the
method for verifying compliance; b) frequency of review; and c) staff member
responsible.
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Penalty
amounts are
lower than the
cost to collect
them

Some performance payments may not be beneficial for Transit or Access riders. In
2016, we recommended that Transit update the amounts it uses for incentives and
disincentives in the contract, because they may be too low to influence contractor
behavior. As a result of being too low, the current provisions would be ineffective and
burdensome to administer, leading to unnecessary costs to King County. For example,
the cost of a missed trip has been $50 since 2008. This means that with inflation, a
contractor today is paying much less than what it paid in the past. In addition, this rate is
lower than what is charged in other jurisdictions. In San Francisco, for example, the
penalty for a missed trip is $200. Despite our recommendation, Transit did not update
the cost of missed trips in its recent contract, even though it also told us that it probably
costs more than $50 in administrative costs to collect $50 from the contractors. Transit
did, however, add a new disincentive for late trips, and told us that it expect this to have
a large impact on performance. To ensure that performance payments are effective,
valuable, and enforceable, it is a best practice to assess their utility and adjust them as
needed. Since the RFP has already been issued, our new recommendation is almost
identical to what we recommended nearly a decade ago. 8

Recommendation 4
Transit should monitor and enforce contract incentives and disincentives for a
period of one year, and based on this work: a) assess how they can more effectively
improve productivity and performance; b) establish future dates to review them
later in the five-year contract; and c) update the contract management plan to
reflect these changes.

8

In our 2009 performance audit of Transit, we recommended that “Transit/Access should monitor and enforce its contract
incentives and penalties for a period of one year, and then re-evaluate their usefulness as a tool for improving productivity
and performance.” Full report at: http://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/auditor/new-web-docs/2009/transit-2009/dtech-report.ashx?la=en
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SECTION
SUMMARY

Access riders are concerned about lengthy trips, limited payment options, and
inconvenient arrival times. About half of all riders who responded to Transit’s 2016
customer survey said they were dissatisfied with how long it takes to travel on Access.
We found that some Access paratransit trips were longer than comparable trips on the
fixed-route system, and that Transit is missing opportunities to make sure trips are not
excessively long. Survey respondents also criticized payment options, which are fewer on
Access as compared to the fixed-route system. Provisions in the new contract may
address issues survey respondents reported with early drop offs.

Riders
burdened by
long trips

About half of respondents to Transit’s 2016 Access customer survey said they were
dissatisfied with how long it takes to travel on paratransit. 9 This creates a burden for
Access riders. Some survey respondents noted that being onboard too long can lead to
physical discomfort in addition to frustration and tardiness. Nearly 50 percent of the
survey respondents said they often or sometimes avoid riding Access due to service
quality issues including travel time. One respondent said, “there are some places I could
go by Access but I doubt I have the endurance to make the trip.” 10 An example of a trip
an Access rider felt was too long is shown in Exhibit G, below.

9

In a survey Transit conducted in the summer of 2016, 50 percent of riders, 54 percent of people who cared for an Access
customer, and 57 percent of organizations that served Access customers said they were somewhat or very dissatisfied with
“how long it takes to travel,” also known as travel time or onboard time.
10
In write-in parts of the survey, some respondents provided examples of lengthy trips. In Exhibit G, we depict one
example using car trips with single or multiple stops. This example is for illustration only. Paratransit is a shared ride
service that is not meant to be akin to a taxi or single passenger car trip.
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EXHIBIT G:

Rider experience says Access route could be three times longer than direct path.

Rider-reported Access Route
Estimated time: 61 minutes
Length: 30 miles

Direct Route
Estimated time: 19 minutes
Length: 10 miles

Note: These examples are for illustration only. Paratransit is a shared ride service that is not meant to be akin to
a taxi or single passenger car trip.
Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis.

Transit does not report trip length among its key performance indicators and
may not sufficiently follow FTA-suggested methods for monitoring it. The FTA
suggests setting performance targets for the proportion of paratransit trips with
“travel times that are equal to or less than comparable fixed-route travel times” and
sampling longer trips weekly or monthly. This standard is important because ADA
requirements prohibit paratransit agencies from having a pattern of providing too
many excessively long trips as compared to fixed-route service. 11 To keep long trips to
a minimum, the FTA suggests that paratransit agencies establish standards for travel
time and routinely check performance. Using the FTA-recommended method, we
sampled Access trips that took 45 minutes or longer. 12 We found that most Access
trips were shorter than or as long as comparable trips on the fixed-route system, while
11

The requirement does not quantify how many trips is too many or how long is excessive. Comparable fixed route trips
include both time spent onboard the bus, waiting for the bus, and time spent walking to and from a stop.
12

We sampled seven days between December 2015 and November 2016, to compare travel times for scheduled
paratransit trips to comparable fixed-route options. Fixed-route travel times were generated by an application in Transit’s
scheduling and dispatch software and included walking time to the station. Of the sample of 15,599 trips, 20 percent
(3,192) of trips were 45 minutes or longer and had fixed-route data for comparison. Our sample results cannot be
projected to the population (see Scope and Methodology section for more information).
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some trips were longer. We found that 15 percent of trips had passengers onboard an
average of 37 minutes longer than what they would have experienced on the fixedroute system. See Exhibit H, below.
EXHIBIT H:

Most Access trips are as long as or shorter than fixed-route trips, some are much
longer.

Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis.

Recommendation 5
Transit should define excessively long trips in reference to fixed-route standards,
regularly sample longer trips to count how many are excessively long, and take
steps to make sure there is not a pattern of significant numbers of excessively long
trips.

Many riders
arrive too
early for their
appointments

Transit sometimes drops passengers off at their destinations too early, unduly
burdening Access riders. 13 We sampled Access trips in September 2016 and found that
Access dropped off 34 percent of riders traveling to appointments between 30 and 60
minutes early, which is beyond the FTA standard. In Transit’s 2016 Access customer
survey, respondents said that Transit was dropping riders off too early . This can have
adverse consequences, such as leaving people stranded in bad weather or compromising
the safety of individuals who are not well equipped to be left alone.

13

Access riders have two choices when scheduling a trip: schedule based on the time they want to be picked up, or the
time they want to arrive at their destination.
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Transit revised its 2017 RFP to define “on-time” drop-offs as no more than 30
minutes before an appointment, in line with FTA guidance. In its contract ending in
2018, Transit currently categorizes a trip as early if a person is dropped off more than 60
minutes before an appointment. As shown in Exhibit I below, Transit’s on-time metric
indicates that performance is much better than it is using the FTA standard. Transit’s
ability to meet this new benchmark depends on the extent to which it is monitored and
enforced.
EXHIBIT I:

Only half of Access riders were on time for appointments in September 2016 using the
FTA standard.

Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis of 32,712 Access paratransit trips taken in September 2016.

Recommendation 6
Transit should put in place monitoring and enforcement procedures to make sure
paratransit riders are not dropped off more than 30 minutes before their
appointments.

Payment
options are
limited and
inaccessible

Payment options are limited for people who use Access, creating barriers to
service. Access paratransit riders have two payment options: either pay $1.75 in cash
when boarding, or buy a $63 monthly pass. 14 In contrast, fixed-route riders have five
payment options including e-purse, which allows riders to use a pass without committing
to a fixed monthly fee.

14

The monthly pass is provided on an ORCA card. ORCA stipulates pass pricing at 36 trips at a regional level. Although the
pass is an ORCA card, because paratransit vehicles are not equipped with ORCA card readers, e-purse payment is not
available to Access paratransit riders.
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EXHIBIT J:

Transit provides more payment options to fixed-route passengers than Access
passengers.

FIXED-ROUTE

ACCESS PARATRANSIT

Cash/transfers

Cash

ORCA: Monthly pass

ORCA: Monthly pass

ORCA: E-purse
Tickets/transfers
Mobile tickets
Source: King County Metro Transit

Transit has considered expanding paratransit payment options by allowing riders to pay
at the time of booking or putting ORCA card readers on paratransit vehicles. The former
has the potential to reduce onboard payment and associated delays and driver
responsibilities. The latter would have similar benefits but could not be implemented
before 2020 and has significant cost constraints.
More than two thirds (71 percent) of respondents to Transit’s 2016 Access customer
survey said that they usually pay in cash, while 16 percent said they use a pass. On the
fixed-route system, 27 percent of riders pay with cash, while 68 percent pay with ORCA
cards, according to Transit’s most recent rider, non-rider survey.
Most paratransit customers do not ride Access often enough for a monthly pass to
be cost effective. To break even, a person purchasing a pass would have to ride Access
36 times a month. Only 9 percent of riders took 36 trips per month or more in 2016. 15 An
additional 6 percent rode 29 to 35 times per month. Of survey respondents, 45 percent
said they did not ride often enough to use a pass.

15

This figure is based on monthly trip counts for people who rode Access at least once a month in 2016.
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EXHIBIT K:

Most riders would lose money using a monthly pass, the only non-cash option.

Source: Auditor’s Office analysis.

While cash was the most cost-effective way to pay for the vast majority of Access riders,
it may not be the most appropriate. Cash presents barriers to Access riders who have
functional challenges handling money due to cognitive impairments, quadriplegia, or
other conditions since paying the exact fare ($1.75) requires using loose change.
Difficulty paying in cash can contribute to non-payment. Riders that often do not
pay Access fares can be sanctioned with a suspension. One parent told the Auditor’s
Office that her son did not pay for several weeks because, as a nonverbal person, he
could not communicate with his family or drivers about the fare requirement. The parent
said her son eventually received a suspension letter. On the operator’s side, cash
handling increases the risk of fraud and abuse, which Transit has controls in place to
mitigate. 16

Recommendation 7
Transit should provide additional fare payment methods that take into account
riders’ needs and trip frequency.

Data on each passenger’s fare type is included on mobile data computers and on driver manifests. Drivers reconcile cash
with administrative staff when they return from a route. Service providers are required under contract to conduct weekly
and monthly fare reporting with reference to the bank deposit for the fares. Service providers are also required to do
random spot audits of driver receipts.
16
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SECTION
SUMMARY

Transit could do more to make sure that Access is equitably serving current and
potential riders. Several sources of data suggest that certain populations—particularly
people with limited English proficiency—are not being adequately served. Transit asserts
that it is providing equitable services, because it assists people with disabilities and
mirrors the fixed-route service area. These reasons do not offer evidence of fair service
provision. By using tools provided by King County’s Office of Equity and Social Justice,
regularly collecting and analyzing riders’ demographic data, and using community
impact performance indicators, Transit can make Access more inclusive.

Access riders
do not reflect
county
diversity

Data suggest that Access serves only a small number of people with limited English
proficiency and is likely underserving certain populations. Invoices from the
Language Line—a private interpretation service used by the program—suggests that
Access is not proportionately serving certain linguistic groups. Four of the five largest
non-English languages spoken in King County were underrepresented in Language Line
calls, while one language was overrepresented. Spanish speakers account for about 26
percent of people with limited English proficiency in King County, but 74 percent of
Language Line calls from the Access call center. Other languages accounted for smaller
percentages of language-assisted calls than is expected given their relative share of the
population. Usage by speakers of the next most frequently spoken language groups—
Chinese, Vietnamese, Tagalog, and Korean—were underrepresented in these calls.
Together, these speakers represent 36 percent of people with limited English proficiency
in King County, but only 7 percent of Language Line calls are from the Access call center.
See Exhibit L, below
If these language-speaking populations were equally represented in the program, we
could expect to see a more evenly distributed use of this service. Although the data do
not tell us why this particular disparity exists, Transit told us that it does not have
proactive outreach efforts with community groups. As a result, some limited English
population groups may not know that this service exists, and thus missing a critical
access point to the program.
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EXHIBIT L:

King County’s largest non-English linguistic groups not using a proportionate share of
language services.

Notes: Chinese includes Mandarin, Cantonese and “Chinese” from U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey,
and Mandarin, Cantonese, and Toishanese from the Language Line.
Source: King County Auditor’s Office analysis based on 2015 American Community Survey (ACS), Language Line
invoices.
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People with limited English proficiency face multiple barriers to receiving
paratransit services, limiting their use of this essential service. Qualitative data
collected during our audit show that there are barriers for those who are not native
English speakers. We held a focus group with 27 caregivers and advocate Access riders
with limited English proficiency. Participants cited multiple barriers to Access paratransit
services because of language. They reported that their challenges include:
-

learning about and applying for the program

-

relying on their own English-speaking contacts to fill out the self-assessment and
application necessary to make it to the phone-interview stage 17

-

making reservations

-

reading communication from Transit such as service suspension notices.

These barriers likely result in underuse of the Access program by people that would
otherwise qualify for and benefit from the service. With barriers like these, people with
limited English language proficiency are less likely to know about the program to begin
with. Even if they overcome the first hurdle of knowing about the program, getting
through the assessment and registration for the program would be more of a burden
than for people with higher English proficiency.
While Transit has some resources for people with limited English proficiency, it has not
formally reviewed the barriers to this population, nor has it developed strategies to
address them. 18 This means that if the status quo continues, limited English speakers will
continue to face barriers and be underserved by this program. According to King County
policy, 19 at a minimum, agencies are required to translate communication materials and
vital documents into at least Spanish and other target languages based on where
languages are spoken, and consider the goals of the project and interests of the
community.

Recommendation 8
Transit should work directly with King County communities to develop activities
that will address barriers to the Access paratransit program for people with limited
English proficiency.

17

18

Prospective Access riders are offered interpretation assistance during the phone interview and functional assessment.

In 2013, Transit worked with the Office of Performance, Strategy and Budget (PSB) to develop options for reducing service
and increasing fares for the Access paratransit program. During that time, PSB examined U.S. census data regarding the
disabled population in King County. It did not review information about the population being served by the Access program.
19

King County Executive Order INF 14-2 (AEO), October 13, 2010.
http://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/operations/policies/documents/inf142aeo.ashx?la=en
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Transit collects information about language needs but does not use it to improve
service quality or program accessibility. Transit routinely collects information on
riders’ language preference on its application form. It asks customers whether they speak
English, and if not, what language they speak.
While an average of five percent of service applicants required language interpretation
service to conduct a phone interview to apply for paratransit eligibility, 20 only 0.4 percent
of active users (36 of 8,007) had a preferred language listed in Transit’s paratransit user
database. 21 This is because call center staff do not routinely input information on
language preference into the call center database. Since the call center needs the caller
to state (or spell) the rider’s name or user ID number to open their rider profile, where
language preference would appear, Transit said that riders generally ask for
interpretation services by saying the word “interpreter” or the language they speak.
During a focus group we conducted with 25 parents of Access riders with limited English
proficiency, 19 participants said that they could not use the interpretation service at the
call center and instead relied on bilingual staff at community-based organizations to
book rides on their behalf. Having language preference more readily available could
reduce the perceived need for registrants to have an English speaker call for them and
reduce the likelihood of miscommunication or abandoned calls. The information could
also be used to assess the extent to which the program is being provided equitably and
find gaps in service.

Recommendation 9
Transit should use language data collected during eligibility determination to
provide linguistically appropriate customer service to paratransit riders and
routinely collect and update information on language preference.

20

According to analysis of Language Line invoices between September 2015 and July 2016. Transit said invoices were not
available for May, June, and August 2016.
21

Active users are people who were registered for and used Access at least once between September 1, 2015, and August 31,
2016.
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Transit is not
using tools for
ensuring
equity even
though they
are readily
available

Although tools for assessing equity are readily available, Transit has not used them
to assess the Access program and is likely underserving certain groups. Transit is not
using tools, such as King County’s Equity Impact Review, for identifying, evaluating, and
addressing equity issues in the Access paratransit program. The Equity Impact Review is
a tool developed by King County to help departments and agencies increase equity and
social justice work in King County services. 22 The first step of the review is to show how
the program will serve low-income populations, communities of color, and people with
limited English proficiency. Transit told us that it does not need to use these tools for the
Access program, because the program, by definition, serves a vulnerable population—
e.g., people that cannot access the fixed-route service because of a disability. Transit also
told us that by mirroring the fixed-route system, which serves diverse areas of King
County, Access offers equitable service. Both statements assume that the target
population is homogenous and does not have members who face barriers to service
based on factors like income, race, or English proficiency. As a result, it is likely that
Access is underserving populations that could benefit from it. If these gaps in equity are
substantial, then addressing them could increase costs to the program.
Transit does not conduct proactive outreach about the Access program and is not
collecting information for an Equity Impact Review. Transit told us that it does not
conduct proactive outreach for the Access program unless it receives a request from
residents or a community-based organization. This reactive approach makes it difficult
for underserved communities to learn about the program and leads to gaps in service.
Transit explained that unlike the fixed-route service, the goal of Access paratransit is not
to increase ridership, and doing outreach could increase ridership in this program. When
asked why it does not collect basic demographic information necessary for an Equity
Impact Review, Transit told us that collecting this information might be prohibited under
the ADA. However, we found that such a prohibition does not exist

Recommendation 10
Transit should immediately take steps to implement an Equity Impact Review of
the Access paratransit program.

Recommendation 11
Transit should use the results of the Equity Impact Review to find and engage with
historically underserved populations.

22

Information about King County’s Equity Impact Review, including examples of its use are available online at:
http://www.kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/equity-social-justice/tools-resources.aspx
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King County’s Equity Impact Review is not only a tool for achieving King County’s
Strategic Plan for Equity and Social Justice but also a best practice. According to recent
research, community impact is one of the six key measures of transit performance. 23
Examples of community impact measures that Transit could use to address potential
equity issues with Access paratransit include:
-

proportion of potential beneficiaries with knowledge of the service

-

amount of program information provided for non-English speakers

-

analysis of program beneficiaries compared to potential beneficiaries.

When developing community impact measures, the FTA recommends that transit
agencies evaluate its measures annually.

Recommendation 12
Based on the Equity Impact Review and best practices, Transit should: a) develop
community impact measures for the Access paratransit program; b) include the
metrics in its Access paratransit performance monitoring plan; and c) annually
report on equitable access to the program.

23

The six key transit performance measures cited by the Mineta Transportation Institute (MTI) in a 2016 report are service
availability, service delivery, community impact, maintenance, financial performance, and agency administration. MTI was
established by Congress in 1991, and is funded through the U.S. Department of Transportation, the California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans), and others.
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SECTION
SUMMARY

Transit’s understanding of the experience of Access riders is limited by infrequent
customer contact, outreach, and observation. Transit’s customer service work will be
contracted out until its control center contract expires in 2018. This contracting
arrangement creates a risk that customer feedback is not fully and accurately conveyed
to Transit. The agency conducted formal outreach to paratransit customers in 2016 for
the first time in more than a decade. Transit is not using FTA-recommended “mystery
rider” programs that allow staff to observe the rider experience first-hand.

Transit plans
to bring
customer
service inhouse

Customer service will be contracted out until 2018. Transit contracts out its customer
service work (e.g., handling customer comments and complaints) to its control center
contractor. This is atypical of agencies like Transit that have a separate control center
and service provider contracts. For transit agencies with single contractors, the model
Transit is moving toward with its 2017 RFP, is a best practice for the agency to bring
customer service in-house. This is because a contractor would have a conflict of interest
in reporting complaints directed at them to the transit agency. In its scope of work for
the 2017 RFP, Transit said that it would be responsible for customer service. Thus, we
expect that customer service work will move in-house when the new contract begins.

Recommendation 13
Transit should follow through with its commitment to establish a customer service
function that is independent of control center, service provider, or turnkey
contractors.

Recent survey
promising for
future
outreach

Transit is considering regular paratransit rider surveys but must do more to make
sure efforts to understand customer experience and improve service takes place. In
2016, Transit conducted formal outreach efforts for the Access paratransit program for
the first time since 2004. This included an online customer survey and convening of a
community advisory group made up of paratransit riders. 24
Transit told us it is considering the development of an annual Access customer survey.
Transit has allocated $150,000 for this purpose in its 2017-2018 budget, and it began
collecting data through a follow-up survey in the spring of 2017. However, Transit has
canceled past planned efforts to collect information from Access riders. Transit told us

24

The survey took place in the summer of 2016. It had approximately 600 respondents representing Access riders,
caregivers of Access riders, and organizations that serve Access riders. The community advisory group met several times
between July 2016 and February 2017, to discuss findings from the customer survey and make recommendations for
service improvement.
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that it considered a phone survey of Access paratransit customers about three years ago,
but Transit canceled the survey because of budget issues.
Regular outreach matches industry best practices and the King County Equity and Social
Justice Strategic Plan, which says that efforts to get information from service recipients
should be regular and ongoing. Getting ongoing information helps assure that programs
are providing high-quality services, and that these services are provided equitably.
According to Transit, it has never conducted an equity analysis of Access.

Recommendation 14
Transit should gather feedback from active Access riders and prospective users on
an annual basis and use this information to improve service quality.

Racial and
ethnic
diversity
missing from
recent
customer
survey

People of color were underrepresented among Access survey respondents. Although
the majority of active Access paratransit customers live in the most diverse parts of King
County, this diversity was not represented in the 2016 customer survey. Of the nearly
400 people who answered questions about language, race, and ethnicity, the vast
majority were white and from primarily English-speaking households. This means that
Transit missed the opportunity to gain the perspective of key populations and may lack
information necessary for adjusting services to meet their needs.
Comparing data from Transit’s 2016 customer survey to U.S. census data show a
significant underrepresentation of residents of color, at least in survey respondents. In
King County, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders account for about 16 percent of the
county’s population but only 7 percent of Transit survey respondents. See Exhibit M,
below.
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EXHIBIT M:

2016 customer survey respondents did not reflect the county’s racial and ethnic
diversity.
Percent of Access
Paratransit Survey
Respondents2

Percent of King
County Population

White

78.2%

62.8%3

Asian-American/Pacific
Islander3

7.3%

16.3%

Hispanic or Latino4

1.1%

9.3%

Black or African-American

4.7%

6.0%

American Indian and Alaska
Native

0.3%

0.6%

Multiple ethnicities5

5.0%

N/A

Two or more races6

N/A

4.9%

Other

3.4%

0.2%

Race/Ethnicity1

Notes:
The race ethnicity categories used in the 2016 Access paratransit survey do not match the current categories used by the U.S. Census
Bureau. The U.S. Census Bureau adheres to federal standards on race and ethnicity. Major differences are noted below.

1

2

Of the approximately 600 survey respondents, 358 provided information about race and/or ethnicity.

3 Asian

American/Pacific Islander is in aggregate in the 2016 Transit survey, but it is two separate categories in the U.S. census data: (1)
Asian and (2) Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander. For the U.S. census data shown in this row, we aggregated these two groups for
comparability.
4 In

the U.S. census data, Hispanic or Latino is an ethnicity, not a race. The U.S. census data shown in this row includes people who identify
as Hispanic or Latino of any race.

5 Hispanic

or Latino is the only ethnicity in the U.S. census data; there is no ‘multiple ethnicities’ field.

The U.S. census data has a “two or more races” category. The two or more races category here does not include those who identify as
multiple races and Hispanic or Latino.

6

Source: King County Metro Transit Access Program Customer Survey (2016), U.S. Census Bureau data (2011-2015).
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Data also show underrepresentation of people whose primary language is not English.
U.S. census data show that about one quarter of King County residents speak a language
other than English at home, while only seven percent of survey respondents who
provided language information were in this category. Transit also produced a Spanish
language version of the survey and received two responses in Spanish.
Transit did not review the causes for disparate response rates, increasing the risk of
continued inequity in services. Transit did not conduct a nonresponse analysis to
examine the causes for underrepresentation in its 2016 survey by people of color or
those with limited English proficiency. According to the Government Accountability
Office and best practices, a nonresponse analysis shows why people did not respond to a
survey, and it is critical for correctly interpreting results and improving future surveys. A
basic nonresponse analysis considers why people did not respond—either not contacted,
not interested, or not able to respond. Another key element of a nonresponse analysis is
to consider what impact, if any, nonresponse had on the results. Without the knowledge
from such an analysis, any inherent bias of the sampling methodology gets carried over
into the results, and biases are perpetuated in future surveys. For the Access paratransit
program, the absence of a nonresponse analysis means that any inherent bias in the
survey will continue, and Transit will continue to miss the perspective of historically
underserved communities, as well as continue to limit its chances to influence the
program.

Recommendation 15
Transit should use information from its 2016 Access paratransit survey to identify
methods to increase the participation of historically underserved populations in
future surveys, and implement them.

Recommendation 16
Transit should conduct nonresponse analysis following its 2017 and future surveys,
and use this information to improve response rates and participation of historically
underserved populations.
Transit can expand the use of customer perspectives through a mystery rider
program. One option that the FTA recommends for expanding customer feedback is to
use a mystery rider program. In this program, observers would schedule and take trips on
the paratransit system and report their findings back to Transit. According to Transit, it
has never had a mystery rider program. Information from a mystery rider can increase the
quality of a performance measurement system by identifying issues that may otherwise
go undetected, and may help reduce the chance of the agency making decisions based
on cost alone.

Recommendation 17
Transit should supplement customer feedback and data reporting with direct
observation such as a “mystery rider program” to ensure service quality.
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Appendix 1
Preliminary Audit Findings Provided to Transit in December
2016
On December 16, 2016, the King County Auditor’s provided Transit a letter summarizing our preliminary findings
about the Access Paratransit Program. Transit was in the in process of drafting a request for proposal for new
paratransit contracts, and we wanted to provide our preliminary audit findings in time so that Transit could
integrate our recommendations into its request for proposal. The letter starts on the following page.
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Recommendation 1
Transit should, on an ongoing basis, conduct an analysis aimed at optimizing the mix of service between the
paratransit van service and alternatives, such as taxis.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2018
Transit
The new contracting model includes a requirement for a monthly review with
the contractor of the mix of services. Metro staff will be conducting these
reviews as a way to optimize service options.

Recommendation 2
Transit should thoroughly review compatibility and utility before purchasing information technology products
and, after purchasing, work to use them.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2017
Transit
The software purchase discussed by the auditor will be put into use later this
year. The delay in implementing the software was the result of new
requirements coming from the Community Access Transportation program.
Future purchases of software in support of Access will be the sole
responsibility of the Contractor.

Recommendation 3
Transit should complete and execute a contract management plan for monitoring the new contracts. For each
contract requirement, the plan should specify: a) the method for verifying compliance; b) frequency of review;
and c) staff member responsible.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2018
Transit
The new contracting model includes a comprehensive Contract Management
Plan that addresses the concerns raised by the auditor.
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Recommendation 4
Transit should monitor and enforce contract incentives and disincentives for a period of one year, and based on
this work: a) assess how they can more effectively improve productivity and performance; b) establish future
dates to review them later in the five-year contract; and c) update the contract management plan to reflect these
changes.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2018
Transit
Based in part on the auditor's recommendations, the new contract for Access
service will include a range of performance standards that are linked to a new
and expanded set of financial incentives and disincentives. These standards are
identified in the RFP. The standards will be reviewed after one year and
periodically during the period of the contact.

Recommendation 5
Transit should define excessively long trips in reference to fixed-route standards, regularly sample longer trips
to count how many are excessively long, and take steps to make sure there is not a pattern of significant
numbers of excessively long trips.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q1 2018
Transit
The scheduling system has a series of parameters that ensure that trips are
scheduled consistent with comparable fixed route trips; however, actual on
street conditions can result in longer than anticipated trips. The on street
conditions can be more than expected due to traffic congestion or unexpected
changes to the travel pattern (for example, a delay in a customer being ready for
pick-up). Longer than anticipated trip times are also experienced by users of the
fixed route system when the on-street conditions result in the actual trip taking
longer than the scheduled trip. Metro staff currently monitor the trip lengths
which are also subject to review by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
The FTA has not identified issues with the Metro Access system and efforts will
continue to ensure that the scheduling system is accurately portraying trip
lengths.
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Recommendation 6
Transit should put in place monitoring and enforcement procedures to make sure paratransit riders are not
dropped off more than 30 minutes before their appointments.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2017
Transit
Metro is changing the scheduling procedures to put in place a 30-minute dropoff threshold. This work will be completed by Q4 2017 and will be monitored
and enforced as part of the current and future contracts.

Recommendation 7
Transit should provide additional fare payment methods that take into account riders’ needs and trip frequency.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q2 2018
Transit
A number of efforts are currently underway to provide more fare payment
options to Access riders. The mobile ticketing pilot is being expanded to the
Access system by the end of summer. Equiping Access vehicles with devices to
read ORCA cards is also being explored with the system vendor. If a cost
effective device can be identified, Access riders will be able to use the e-purse
functionality of the ORCA system. Additional outreach is also being provided
to make the Regional Reduced Fare Permit more accessible.

Recommendation 8
Transit should work directly with King County communities to develop activities that will address barriers to
the Access paratransit program for people with limited English proficiency.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q2 2018
Transit
Metro currently partners and coordinates with Hopelink who has a program that
reaches out to individuals of limited English proficiency to educate them about
Access services and other transportation alternatives. Metro is expanding its
outreach efforts to reach more people with limited English proficiency through a
variety of monthly community meetings, community events and multicultural
events throughout the county.
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Recommendation 9
Transit should use language data collected during eligibility determination to provide linguistically appropriate
customer service to paratransit riders and routinely collect and update information on language preference.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2017
Transit
Metro currently collects this data through its application process. In turn,
applicants and eligible riders are matched with customer service representatives
who provide translation through a language line service. This is routinely done
over the phone and in person, as necessary. This information is collected and
updated every three years through the Access recertification process.

Recommendation 10
Transit should immediately take steps to implement an Equity Impact Review of the Access paratransit
program.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2017
Transit
Metro will work with the Executive’s Office and DOT Director’s Office to
begin the Equity Impact Review process. This process will include review of
the Equity Impact Analysis tool as well as tools currently used by Metro to
conduct equity analysis for the fixed route system. Paratransit riders use the
fixed route system as well as the Access system and an equity review must
comprehensively evaluate how this population is best served.

Recommendation 11
Transit should use the results of the Equity Impact Review to find and engage with historically underserved
populations.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q2 2018
Transit
Based on the results of the equity review, Metro will develop appropriate
customer outreach and engagement approaches to address the needs of the
community. This could include outreach and engagement on fixed route as well
as Access services. Outreach is anticipated to begin in mid-2018 as data from
the equity review becomes available.
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Recommendation 12
Based on the Equity Impact Review and best practices, Transit should: a) develop community impact measures
for the Access paratransit program; b) include the metrics in its Access paratransit performance monitoring
plan; and c) annually report on equitable access to the program.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2018
Transit
Based on the results of the equity review, Metro will develop impact measures
and report on progress as part of ongoing reports on system performance. The
first report will likely be published in 2019 following completion of the equity
review and development of measures.

Recommendation 13
Transit should follow through with its commitment to establish a customer service function that is independent
of control center, service provider, or turnkey contractors.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2018
Transit
The new contract model includes a requirement for the vendor to forward
customers to Metro's Customer Service office to address customer complaints
and commendations. The vendor will take reservations and provide customer
service to the riders. Metro's Customer Service will be available to Access
customers in the same manner that it is available to bus riders today. Metro
staff will collect, record and respond to customer questions, complaints and
commendations.

Recommendation 14
Transit should gather feedback from active Access riders and prospective users on an annual basis and use this
information to improve service quality.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q3 2018
Transit
Metro is taking a number of steps to collect and use customer feedback. While
Metro will conduct customer surveys as part of a broader, more timely customer
service initiative, the vendor will be contractually required to randomly survey
active riders weekly to collect feedback. Results of the surveys will be used to
identify areas of improvement and to track the results of those improvements.
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Executive Response

Recommendation 15
Transit should use information from its 2016 Access paratransit survey to identify methods to increase the
participation of historically underserved populations in future surveys, and implement them.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q1 2018
Transit
Metro staff will be evaluating how to more fully incorporate Access riders with
ongoing customer surveys conducted with bus riders and non-riders. Survey
methodology will include techniques to ensure that the population is fairly
represented in the survey sampling.

Recommendation 16
Transit should conduct nonresponse analysis following its 2017 and future surveys, and use this information to
improve response rates and participation of historically underserved populations.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2018
Transit
Metro staff will develop a nonresponsive methodolgy to better target the root
cause of nonresponsiveness in its surveys of histrorically underserved
populations. Ongoing community feedback will be sought to develop more
inclusive surveys.

Recommendation 17
Transit should supplement customer feedback and data reporting with direct observation such as a “mystery
rider program” to ensure service quality.
Agency Response
Concurrence
Implementation date
Responsible agency
Comment

Concur
Q4 2018
Transit
Metro will develop a pilot ‘mystery rider program’ using current agency staff.
The pilot will include evaluation of methods for monitoring and assessing
performance as well as identifying areas for improvements. The pilot will run
through the end of 2018. As part of developing the 2019/2020 budget, the
results of the pilot program will be evaluated to determine the resources needed
to sustain the effort on a permanent basis.
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Statement of Compliance, Scope, Objective &
Methodology
Statement of Compliance with Government Auditing Standards
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives.

Scope of Work on Internal Controls
We assessed internal controls relevant to the audit objectives. This included review of selected policies,
plans, processes, and reports, as well as interviews with King County Metro Transit and contractor staff.

Scope
This audit examined paratransit services provided by King County Metro Transit from 2008 to the present.

Objectives
-

Assess the adequacy of Access paratransit contracts to ensure compliance, value, and customer
service.

-

Determine whether Transit is adequately monitoring contractor performance.

-

Assess the extent to which the Access paratransit program is contributing to King County
strategic, equity, and social justice goals.

Methodology
Our methodology involved interviewing a wide range of paratransit stakeholders including: King County
Metro Transit Accessible Services staff and Office of Equity and Social Justice staff; King County
paratransit contractors Harborview Medical Center (eligibility), First Transit (control center), Transdev
(vehicle service), Solid Ground (vehicle service), and Lighthouse for the Blind (quality control); community
members affiliated with Access paratransit’s Community Advisory Group and Stop Veolia; and
representatives of Local 587, Puget Sound Regional Council, and King County Mobility Coalition.
Interviews with paratransit contractors, excluding Lighthouse for the Blind, involved site visits to the
eligibility determination center, control center, and two vehicle bases in South Park and Kent.
We also conducted a literature review regarding ADA paratransit services and a document review of
Access paratransit contracts and requests for proposals. The literature review included the 2015 ADA
Circular from the Federal Transit Administration, ADA transportation guidelines from the Disability Rights
Education & Defense Fund, and white papers from the Transit Cooperative Research Program. The latter
were mostly used to understand what payment rates, contract monitoring procedures, performance
measures, and incentives King County Metro Transit had in place.
We used operational and financial data from a number of sources. For example, we used King County
Metro Transit data to analyze performance trends from 2008 to 2016, we used data from the National
Transit Database to place Transit’s cost per trip in a national context (the most recent data was for 2014),
and we solicited data from three peer jurisdictions for 2015 (Orange County Transportation Authority,
Dallas Area Rapid Transit, and Portland Tri-Met) to compare usage of alternatives to dedicated van
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Statement of Compliance, Scope, Objective & Methodology
service. Looking at performance trends, we sampled data for on-time performance and travel time. For
on-time performance, we sampled trips from September 2016 where passengers were being taken to an
appointment. Our sample included 32,712 trips. We wanted to use a full month of recent data to
understand how closely people were being dropped off relative to their appointment times. Our results
cannot be projected to the population. To compare fixed-route and paratransit travel times, we sampled
data from one of each of the seven days of the week for the period between December 2015 and
November 2016. Data availability was limited because Transit unloads routing data from the fixed-route
travel tool every three days due to limited server capacity. The sample included all seven days of the week
because demand for trips and traffic flows vary significantly between weekdays and weekends. We
selected three of the days, because they were the most recent data in the tool at the time of the analysis.
To expand our analysis to other months, we used data Transit had previously exported from the tool for
our analysis. Of the 15,599 trips that took place on those days, 20 percent (3,192) were 45 minutes or
longer and had fixed-route data. We chose trips that were 45 minutes or longer because the FTA
recommends sampling longer trips and gives 45 minutes as an example of a longer trip. Our sample
results cannot be projected to the population.
To understand riders’ experiences, we held a focus group, attended a community meeting, and reviewed
customer survey results. We held a focus group with Open Doors for Multicultural Families to gather
perspectives from individuals with limited English proficiency who use Access to meet their family’s
transportation needs. Twenty-five parents of Access riders attended the focus group, which involved
interpretation in Somali, Vietnamese, Spanish, Khmer (Cambodian), Korean, Chinese, and Farsi (Persian).
We attended a community meeting, called “Let’s Improve Access Paratransit,” organized by the Transit
Riders Union with 20 attendees, including 11 past or present Access riders. Finally, we reviewed the results
of the online survey Transit sent out to Access paratransit riders in the summer of 2016. The survey had
approximately 600 respondents, including riders, their caregivers, and organizations that serve them.
To gain technical expertise, we hired a researcher from the University of Washington (UW) to analyze
vehicle occupancy, deadhead, and cost per trip. The UW researcher previously worked with Transit to
analyze paratransit data related to demand projections, emergent incidents, and cost effectiveness in the
summer of 2015.
We used U.S. Census Bureau data from the 2009-2013 American Community Survey and Language Line
invoices from Transit and First Transit for September 2015 through August 2016, 25 to compare the most
common languages spoken by individuals with limited English proficiency in King County to the
languages spoken by those who used language assistance to ride Access. 26 We also looked at census data
to understand the racial proportionality of customer survey respondents as compared to the county as a
whole.

25

Transit provided invoices for September 2015 through July 2016 but did not have invoices for May, June, and August 2016.
First Transit provided invoices for December 2015 through August 2016.
26

The Language Line is a contracted, fee-based service that connects with a bilingual operator to provide interpretation
into English.
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List of Recommendations & Implementation Schedule
Recommendation 1
Transit should, on an ongoing basis, conduct an analysis aimed at optimizing the mix of
service between the paratransit van service and alternatives, such as taxis.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Optimizing the mix of service will reduce cost per trip and the number of
circuitous routes by allowing smaller vehicles to more efficiently accommodate fewer riders to
more far-flung destinations.

Recommendation 2
Transit should thoroughly review compatibility and utility before purchasing information
technology products and, after purchasing, work to use them.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2017
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: These reviews will reduce the likelihood that Transit purchases IT products

that add little or no value to the program.

Recommendation 3
Transit should complete and execute a contract management plan for monitoring the new
contracts. For each contract requirement, the plan should specify: a) the method for verifying
compliance; b) frequency of review; and c) staff member responsible.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: A contract management plan will help make sure that Transit staff regularly

monitor and verify contractor-reported performance metrics, thus helping to ensure that service
and other goals are met.
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List of Recommendations & Implementation Schedule

Recommendation 4
Transit should monitor and enforce contract incentives and disincentives for a period of one
year, and based on this work: a) assess how they can more effectively improve productivity
and performance; b) establish future dates to review them later in the five-year contract; and
c) update the contract management plan to reflect these changes.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Reviewing contract incentives to make sure that they change contractor

behavior in positive and predictable ways will help improve productivity and performance and
inform the contract management plan.

Recommendation 5
Transit should define excessively long trips in reference to fixed-route standards, regularly
sample longer trips to count how many are excessively long, and take steps to make sure
there is not a pattern of significant numbers of excessively long trips.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q1 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: This definition and process will add transparency to trip length standards

and performance and help ensure that riders are not onboard for too long, addressing one of the
primary concerns expressed by riders in the 2016 rider survey.

Recommendation 6
Transit should put in place monitoring and enforcement procedures to make sure paratransit
riders are not dropped off more than 30 minutes before their appointments.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2017
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Implementing these monitoring and enforcement procedures will improve

service quality by allowing riders to be picked up later from their trip origin and spend less time
waiting at their appointment destination.

Recommendation 7
Transit should provide additional fare payment methods that take into account riders’ needs
and trip frequency.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q2 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: New payment methods will improve service quality by increasing customer

choice and convenience. More suitable payment methods may also result in higher fare recovery.
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List of Recommendations & Implementation Schedule

Recommendation 8
Transit should work directly with King County communities to develop activities that will
address barriers to the Access paratransit program for people with limited English
proficiency.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q2 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Addressing barriers to the program will help make sure that people with

limited English proficiency are aware of Access paratransit and have appropriate supports to
smoothly apply for and use the service, making Access more inclusive.

Recommendation 9
Transit should use language data collected during eligibility determination to provide
linguistically appropriate customer service to paratransit riders and routinely collect and
update information on language preference.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2017
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Data collection and sharing will help Transit to provide better customer

service and to conduct an Equity Impact Review. If Transit knows their language preference, Access
riders with limited English proficiency can be more independent, relying less on their community
network to communicate with Access staff.

Recommendation 10
Transit should immediately take steps to implement an Equity Impact Review of the Access
paratransit program.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2017
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: King County’s Office of Equity and Social Justice created the Equity Impact

Review to help agencies determine the extent to which their service is provided equitably. This
assessment will allow Transit to find gaps in service and ways to address them.

Recommendation 11
Transit should use the results of the Equity Impact Review to find and engage with
historically underserved populations.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q2 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Using the findings of the Equity Impact Review can help Access make its

service more accessible to underserved populations.
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List of Recommendations & Implementation Schedule

Recommendation 12
Based on the Equity Impact Review and best practices, Transit should: a) develop community
impact measures for the Access paratransit program; b) include the metrics in its Access
paratransit performance monitoring plan; and c) annually report on equitable access to the
program.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Developing, monitoring, and reporting community impact measures will

increase transparency about service equity and inform efforts to improve service equity.

Recommendation 13
Transit should follow through with its commitment to establish a customer service function
that is independent of control center, service provider, or turnkey contractors.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: When the customer service function is not independent, it can reduce

transparency, because contractors do not have an incentive to alert the agency of their own poor
performance. Bringing customer service in house will help make sure that Transit receives all
customer feedback and has a clearer picture of service issues.

Recommendation 14
Transit should gather feedback from active Access riders and prospective users on an annual
basis and use this information to improve service quality.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q3 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Gathering feedback on a regular basis will help Transit improve service

quality by putting performance metrics in context and understanding the rider experience.

Recommendation 15
Transit should use information from its 2016 Access paratransit survey to identify methods
to increase the participation of historically underserved populations in future surveys, and
implement them.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q1 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Identifying and implementing these methods will provide Transit with a

strategy for increasing the response rates of underserved populations to help make sure that the
needs of all riders are taken into account in service changes.
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List of Recommendations & Implementation Schedule

Recommendation 16
Transit should conduct nonresponse analysis following its 2017 and future surveys, and use
this information to improve response rates and participation of historically underserved
populations.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: Increasing the response rates of underserved populations will help make
sure that the needs of all riders are taken into account when evaluating service.

Recommendation 17
Transit should supplement customer feedback and data reporting with direct observation
such as a “mystery rider program” to ensure service quality.
IMPLEMENTATION DATE: Q4 2018
ESTIMATE OF IMPACT: A mystery rider program will help Transit get a more complete picture of

the rider experience, which can inform service policies and priorities. This information will
supplement data provided via service providers, customer service, and outreach efforts.
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KING COUNTY AUDITOR’S OFFICE
Advancing performance and accountability
KYMBER WALTMUNSON, KING COUNTY AUDITOR

MISSION

Promote improved performance, accountability, and transparency in King
County government through objective and independent audits and studies.

VALUES

INDEPENDENCE - CREDIBILITY - IMPACT

ABOUT US

The King County Auditor’s Office was created by charter in 1969 as an
independent agency within the legislative branch of county government. The
office conducts oversight of county government through independent
audits, capital projects oversight, and other studies. The results of this work
are presented to the Metropolitan King County Council and are
communicated to the King County Executive and the public. The King County
Auditor’s Office performs its work in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards.

This audit product conforms to the GAGAS standards
for independence, objectivity, and quality.
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